Introduction {#section1-0022034520915714}
============

The term "artificial intelligence" (AI) was coined in the 1950s and refers to the idea of building machines that are capable of performing tasks that are normally performed by humans. Machine learning (ML) is a subfield of AI, in which algorithms are applied to learn the intrinsic statistical patterns and structures in data, which allows for predictions of unseen data ([Fig. 1](#fig1-0022034520915714){ref-type="fig"}). A popular type of ML model are neural networks (NNs), which outperform more classical ML algorithms in particular on complex data structures such as imagery or language.

![Natural and computer intelligence. Natural intelligence is characterized by perception, interpretation and biological response. In contrast, computer intelligence does so far not replace human responses, but largely supports human interpretation and action. Traditional software (1.0) as one pillar of computer intelligence is supported by rules-based expert systems; they take data and explicitly programmed logical rules to generate narrow, specialized outcomes, thereby outperforming humans in these tasks. Software 2.0 instead uses data and outcomes to infer the rules: In classical machine learning, the features are first engineered by human experts and then learned (e.g., regression modeling). In deep learning, relevant features are learned and mapped in one step, without human feature engineering; this allows to leverage even complex data structures like imagery or language. Modified after [@bibr9-0022034520915714].](10.1177_0022034520915714-fig1){#fig1-0022034520915714}

The main constituent of any NN is the artificial neuron, which is a mathematical non-linear model that was inspired by the human neuron. By stacking and concatenating artificial neurons and connecting those layers using mathematical operations, a network is engineered that aims to solve a specific task like image classification (e.g., radiographic image showing a decayed tooth: yes or no).

The term "deep learning" is a reference to deep (multi-layered) NN architectures. These are particularly useful for complex data structures, such as imagery, as they are capable of representing an image and its hierarchical features such as edges, corners, shapes, and macroscopic patterns. Deep NNs are considered universal approximation machines ([@bibr7-0022034520915714]). Given a set of mathematical constraints, NNs are able to approximate any function and map any input (such as a radiographic image of a decayed tooth) to a given output (such as "decayed tooth"). If a sufficiently large amount of data and computational resources are available, such NNs can be trained to represent the intrinsic statistical patterns of the provided data. During the training process, data points and corresponding labels (classification task) or numerical results (regression task) are repetitively passed through the NN. Thereby, the connections between the neurons, also referred to as model weights, are iteratively optimized with respect to minimizing the prediction error (the difference between true and predicted outcome). A trained NN can predict the outcome of unseen data by passing the new data point through the network.

In the last 70 y, AI applications were perceived as both chance and menace ([Fig. 2](#fig2-0022034520915714){ref-type="fig"}). During that period, numerous setbacks occurred, often referred to as "AI-winters," where the expectations in this technology where not met by the actual outcomes. Today, the optimism is greater than ever before; the last decade was marked by extraordinary achievements in the field of ML and in a broader sense, AI. For instance, the textual output of state-of-the-art natural language models became so convincing that readers cannot distinguish between human written or artificially generated texts. Face recognition became so proficient that the technology's potential to affect civil liberties caused activists, watchdog groups, and lawmakers to act upon it. It appears that finally AI technologies shifted from fantasy to reality; conversation about its impact on society, economics, healthcare, and politics are taking place in many different fields and disciplines. Dentistry should be among them.

![Milestones in the development of artificial intelligence (AI). AI refers to machines that are capable of performing tasks that are normally performed by humans. Machine learning (ML) involves the representation (learning) of intrinsic statistical patterns and structures in data, which allows for predictions for unseen data. "Deep Learning" is a form of machine learning in which multi-layered (deep) neural networks (NNs) are trained to learn features of complex data structures (e.g., image data or language). The history of AI is characterized by ups and downs; after numerous setbacks, optimism is greater today than ever before.](10.1177_0022034520915714-fig2){#fig2-0022034520915714}

The Chances of AI in Medicine and Dentistry {#section2-0022034520915714}
===========================================

There has been a significant uptake of these technologies in medicine, too, so far mainly in the field of computer vision. A number of drivers for this uptake have been identified ([@bibr13-0022034520915714]): 1) Diagnostic imaging is central in many healthcare fields, with AI being especially suitable to overcome the variability in subjective individual examination and to increase the effectiveness of care while lowering costs by eliminating routine tasks. 2) Digital health data are ubiquitously collected, and while so far these data are rather heterogenous, organizations are increasingly striving to provide cleaned, curated, and structured data. 3) AI allows to integrate different and heterogenous data domains, for example, medical/dental history, socio-demographic and clinical data, imagery data, biomolecular data, social network data, etc., thereby making the best use of these multi-level data and allowing to grasp their interaction. 4) AI facilitates research and discovery, by adding in silico experimentation options to conventional research hierarchies, complementing other research levels and existing modeling strategies. 5) As discussed, AI may streamline routine work and increase the face-to-face time doctors/dentists and their patients have ("humanizing care"). This may not only come via diagnostic assistance systems, but voice, speech, and text recognition and translation, enabling doctors/dentists to reduce time for record keeping ([@bibr8-0022034520915714]). 6) AI also promises to make healthcare more participatory, especially if patients provide their data actively, for example using wearables, etc. Patients will be empowered by self-monitoring and self-management. 7) Using these continuously collected data may also overcome the disadvantages of "on-off-medicine" ([@bibr21-0022034520915714]), where patients are seen only for a few minutes, while most health conditions are usually acquired over years, and come and go in (oftentimes escalating) intervals (e.g., periodontal disease). Continuous non-invasive monitoring of health and behavior will enable a much deeper, individual understanding of the drivers and processes underlying health and disease. 8) Diagnostic and treatment costs may be decreased, thereby relieving healthcare systems burdened by an ageing society with an increasingly high numbers of complex, chronically ill cases. AI may also help to address shortages in workforce, as observed and expected to continue in many parts of the globe, thereby supporting to reach the World Health Organization (WHO)'s Sustainable Development Goals (<https://www.who.int/sdg/en/>).

The Challenges and Ways Forward {#section3-0022034520915714}
===============================

Despite all the potential, AI solutions have not by large entered routine medical practice. In dentistry, for example, convolutional NNs have only been adopted in research settings from 2015 onwards, mainly on dental radiographs, and the first applications involving these technologies are now entering the clinical arena ([@bibr18-0022034520915714]). This is all the more surprising when acknowledging that dentistry is especially suited to apply AI tasks: 1) In dentistry, imagery plays an important role and is at the cornerstone of most patients' dental voyage, from screening to treatment planning and conduct. 2) Dentistry regularly uses different imagery materials from the same anatomical region of the same individual, regularly accompanied by non-imagery data like clinical records and general and dental history data, including systemic conditions, and medications. Moreover, data are often collected over multiple time points. AI is suited to integrate and cross-link these data effectively and improve diagnostics, prediction, and decision-making. 3) Many dental conditions (caries, apical lesions, periodontal bone loss) are relatively prevalent. Building up datasets with a high number of "affected" cases can be managed with limited efforts.

We see three main reasons why dentistry has not yet fully adopted AI technologies. Tackling these reasons will help to make dental AI technologies better and facilitate their uptake in clinical care.

First, medical and dental data are not as available and accessible as other data, due to data protection concerns and organizational hurdles. Data are often locked within segregated, individualized, and limitedly interoperable systems. Datasets lack structure and are often relatively small, at least when compared with other datasets in the AI realm. Data on each patient are complex, multi-dimensional, and sensitive, with limited options for triangulating or validating them. Medical and dental data, for example from electronic medical records, show low variable completeness, with data often missing systematically and not at random. Sampling often leads to selection bias, with either overly sick (e.g., hospital data), overly healthy (e.g., data collected by wearable devices), or overly affluent (e.g., data from those who afford dental care in countries lacking universal healthcare coverage) individuals being over-represented. AI applications developed on such data will be inherently biased ([@bibr6-0022034520915714]).

Second, processing data, and measuring and validating results is oftentimes insufficiently replicable and robust in dental AI research ([@bibr18-0022034520915714]). It remains unclear how datasets were selected, curated, and preprocessed. Data is oftentimes used for both training and testing, leading to "data snooping bias" ([@bibr6-0022034520915714]; [@bibr4-0022034520915714]). It is usually not possible to define a "hard" gold standard and there is no agreement on how many experts are required to label a data point and how to merge different labels of such "fuzzy" gold standards ([@bibr22-0022034520915714]).

Third, the outcomes of AI in dentistry are often not readily applicable: The single information provided by most of today's dental AI applications will only partially inform the required and complex decision-making in clinical care ([@bibr11-0022034520915714]). Moreover, questions toward responsibilities and transparency remain.

The [Table](#table1-0022034520915714){ref-type="table"} summarizes the limitations in existing AI approaches in dentistry and provides our assumptions how the field will tackle these in the future. Overall, and more generally, AI in medicine and dentistry needs to ([@bibr1-0022034520915714]; [@bibr5-0022034520915714]):

1.  . . . demonstrate value by; improving access to and quality of care; increasing efficiency and safety of provided services; empowering and enabling patients to participate and steer their healthcare; supporting medical research and innovation; increasing healthcare sustainability and ecologic responsibility. The latter is coming into focus: Despite their excellent performance, one drawback of large deep learning AI models is their extreme training complexity. It was estimated that training highly complex models produces 1,438 CO~2~ (lbs) emissions, which is almost as much as a roundtrip flight between New York City and San Francisco (1,984 CO~2~ (lbs) per passenger), and can increase up to 625,155 (lbs), which is more than the average lifetime emissions of a US car including fuel (126,000 CO~2~ (lbs)) ([@bibr19-0022034520915714]). The usage of more efficient hardware, application of smaller models and integration of prior knowledge ("hybrid models") will assist in making AI more sustainable ([@bibr2-0022034520915714]).

2.  . . . respect and protect individual privacy, rights and autonomy by; respecting data confidentiality and governance; meeting ethical, regulatory and legal requirements; being transparent about data usage and allowing traceability and accessibility of data. We assume a major shift from centralized to distributed/federated AI training schemes. Data will no longer be centrally gathered and processed, but AI models will go to where the data reside; training will be performed locally, and only updates will be shared between the distributed AI models. The advantages of this distributed/federated learning are scalability and privacy. Various robust and communication-efficient training schemes for federated learning have been developed ([@bibr17-0022034520915714]).

3.  . . . maintain trustworthiness and ensure robustness and generalizability by; implementing continuous human agency, oversight and validation; providing a mechanism for evaluation and regulation comparable to those accepted and established in evidence-based medicine and dentistry; reporting the development and validation of any AI solution along the TRIPOD criteria ([@bibr12-0022034520915714]); guarantying equitability and non-discrimination; retaining the responsibility with the healthcare professional, who in return needs to be educated accordingly; building a workforce with the required skillsets and capacities (digital literacy or "matureness") ([@bibr20-0022034520915714]). Two aspects need to be highlighted here: To foster trust in AI, it is of utmost importance to understand and to be able to explain what the model is doing. Due to their complexity, AI systems have been often regarded as black boxes, which do not provide any feedback why and how they arrive at their predictions. In the last few years, there have been enormous developments in the field of explainable AI (XAI). Various methods have been developed to visualize, interpret and explain what AI systems are doing ([@bibr16-0022034520915714]) (see [Fig. 3](#fig3-0022034520915714){ref-type="fig"}). Further, medical AI research needs standards ([@bibr14-0022034520915714]). Dental researchers are called to action to participate in the development of such standards, for example, relating to 1) concepts and terminology, 2) data principles ([@bibr24-0022034520915714]), 3) sample size estimation ([@bibr3-0022034520915714]); 4) metrics; 5) performance testing and methodology, 6) risk management; and 7) value and trustworthiness. The International Telecommunications Unit and the WHO have recently launched a focus group informing standardization of AI applications in medicine. A topic group on "Dental diagnostics and dentistry" has just been founded (<https://www.itu.int/en/ITU-T/focusgroups/ai4h/Pages/default.aspx>).

###### 

AI in Dentistry Now and in a Possible Future Scenario.

![](10.1177_0022034520915714-table1)

  Aspect          Now                                                                                      Future
  --------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Sample size     Largely under 2,000 instances/images                                                     Millions of multi-level connected instances
  Data sources    Single hospitals, insurance claims data                                                  Federated learning; data from multiple institutions
  Focus           Detection of structures on imagery, association modelling                                Multi-class detection of pathologies, predictive modelling, decision support
  Training mode   Supervised learning                                                                      Unsupervised or semi-supervised learning
  Testing mode    Cross-validation                                                                         Hold-out test set, independent datasets
  Metrics         Measures of accuracy (accuracy, area-under-the-curve, F1-score, segment overlap, etc.)   Measures of value (impact on treatment decision, clinical and patient-reported outcomes, cost-effectiveness) and trustworthiness (explainable AI)
  Study types     Diagnostic accuracy studies on retrospectively collected data                            Randomized controlled trials or large cohort studies collecting data prospectively

![More transparency through explainable AI (XAI). (**A**) Today's AI models are often considered black boxes, because they take an input (e.g., an image) and provide a prediction (e.g., "rooster") without saying how and why they arrived at it. (**B**) Recent XAI methods ([@bibr16-0022034520915714]) redistribute the output back to input space and explain the prediction in terms of a "heatmap," visualizing which input variables (e.g., pixels) were decisive for the prediction. (**C**) This allows to distinguish between meaningful and safe prediction strategies, for example, classifying rooster images by detecting the roster's comb and wattles or classifying cat images by focusing on the cat's ears and nose, and so-called Clever Hans predictors ([@bibr10-0022034520915714]), for example, classifying horse images based on the presence of a copyright tag.](10.1177_0022034520915714-fig3){#fig3-0022034520915714}

Notably, two further developments can be expected: AI systems will bring together different types of information (e.g., visual and textual) which are able to reason. For instance, recent Visual Question Answering systems ([@bibr15-0022034520915714]) are able to answer free text questions about a given image. The reasoning abilities of current AI models even go so far that they pass a medical licensing examination ([@bibr25-0022034520915714]). Second, significant advances will be achieved in the field of embodied AI. These systems not only master the aspects of perception and reasoning but have some planning abilities to actively interact with the environment. In contrast to current narrow AI system which only solve specific tasks (playing Go, classifying images, detecting cancer, etc.), embodied AI aims to solve complex tasks similar to humans. There is progress in some components required to build embodied AI (e.g., continuous learning, multi-task learning, few-shot learning), however, a comprehensive general AI system is not in reach yet.

Conclusion {#section4-0022034520915714}
==========

The next decade will prove if this time the expectations for tangible AI applications are met by actual outcomes or if once again an AI-winter buries hopes and excitement. In particular in healthcare, the stakes are high. There is reasonable concern about data protection and data security and about handing over critical medical decisions to computers. However, AI has the potential to revolutionize healthcare and, with it, dentistry; AI may assist in addressing the weaknesses harshly criticized in conventional dental care ([@bibr23-0022034520915714]). Dentistry and, specifically, dental research, has a role to ensure that AI will make dental care better, at lower costs, to the benefit of patients, providers, and the wider society.
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